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Introduction:  For any orbiter mission to other 

planets, the spacecraft must be able to slow down from 
hyperbolic speeds to elliptical speeds. Traditionally, 
chemical propulsion has been used to provide that 
change in energy, expending large amounts of fuel for 
this single maneuver. 

Aerocapture is an alternative to chemical propul-
sion, where an atmospheric pass is used to provide that 
change in energy. However, aerocapture has only been 
applicable to missions with higher entry velocities, as 
the available corridor width that a lift-to-drag ratio 
(L/D) can provide increases with entry velocity. Aero-
propcapture (APC) is the use of propulsion, rather than 
lift, in an aerocapture maneuver[1]. Since propulsion 
does not depend on the dynamic pressure, APC can 
provide a larger available corridor width than lifting 
aerocapture at lower entry velocities. In APC, the en-
gine(s) is located on the backshell of the vehicle at an 
angle ν from the velocity vector, which may not neces-
sarily be at 90° (Figure 1). The thrust vector can be 
modulated both in magnitude and direction using throt-
tle and roll control, respectively. 

 
Figure 1: View of relevant vectors and angles for APC. 

Aeropropcapture: In APC, propulsion is used as 
the source of control rather than lift. In Figure 2, the 
L/D is compared to the thrust-to-drag ratio (T/D) for a 
variety of thrust-to-weight ratios (T/W) on Venus, at a 
velocity of 11 km/s and ballistic coefficient (BC) of 
200 kg/m2. At lower velocities (and higher altitudes), 
the T/D is much larger than L/D, which in turn gives 
the vehicle a greater amount of control.  

The shallowest and steepest entry flight angles al-
lowed are found by varying the throttle and bank angle, 
and the different between the two is the theoretical 
corridor width (TCW). For Venus, the required corri-
dor width considered is 1°[2]. Then, the BC, T/W, en-
try velocity, and desired final orbit sizes are varied to 
see the effects of those on the TCW. The required pro-
pellant mass fraction (PMF) of the resultant trajectories 

are also compared for different vehicle and entry con-
ditions. 

Dual-Mode Aerocapture: An extension of APC is 
to combine both the lifting and propulsive forces to 
have a larger amount of control. The propulsion would 
enable lower L/D vehicles to reach the required corri-
dor width at lower entry velocities. Here, the L/D and 
T/W would be constant, and controls are throttle and 
bank angle. Using both propulsion and lift increases 
the available corridor width relative to using just one, 
and allows the use of lower L/D and T/W vehicle de-
signs.  

References: [1] Shibata E. (2018) 2018 AAAS. [2] 
Lockwood M. K. et al. (2006) NASA/TM-2006-
214291. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Comparison of T/W to L/D for a range of altitudes. 
Velocity is 10 km/s and BC is 200 kg/m2. 
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